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1) Assume Suitable data if necessary.

2) Attempt any three questions from each section.

SECTION-I
What are the different cooling methods of transformer. t8l
Prove that emfperturn is K*[(O^1/2] where e is rating of a transformer
in l<VA. t8l

Describe the classification of insulating materials used for electrical

181

Explain the mechanical forces produced in the transformer and derive
the expression for the average radial force produced in the core type
transformer in normal operating conditions. tl0l

100 kW 500 V 6 pole 450 r.p.m. dc shunt motor has following data:
Armature diameter of 0.54 m; armature care length:0.245m, Average
fluk density in the gap : 0.55 Wb/m^2; number of ducts : 2; width of
each duct: 10 mm; stacking factor: 0.92. Find the number of armature
slots; and also work out the dimensions of the slots. The flux density in
the teeth at l/3 height from root should not exceed 2.1 Wb/m^2. Assume
full load effiCiency of 0.89 and current density of 4.7 Nmm^2. tl0l

b) Explain the effect of choice of number of poles on DC machines on l.
Frequency of flux reversals.2. Weight of iron. 3. Weight of copper. [g]
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SECTION-II

What are thg limitalions in the design ofelectric machines? Explain them.[g]

Exnlainlhe 
{esignprocedure for dc series motor starter. Igl

Q6) a)

Q7) a)

b)

Q8) Write a short notes on:..

a) Modern trends in design of electric machines.

[16]

Fabtors affecting choice ofspecific magnetic loadings.
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